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We produce large numbers of low-energy ions by photoionization of laser-cooled atoms inside a surface-
electrode-based Paul trap. The isotope-selective trap’s loading rate of 4�105 Yb+ ions/s exceeds that attained
by photoionization �electron-impact ionization� of an atomic beam by three �six� orders of magnitude. Traps as
shallow as 0.13 eV are easily loaded with this technique. The ions are confined in the same spatial region as the
laser-cooled atoms, which will allow the experimental investigation of interactions between cold ions and cold
atoms or Bose-Einstein condensates.
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Among the many candidate systems for large-scale
quantum-information processing, trapped ions currently offer
unmatched coherence and control properties �1�. The basic
building blocks of a processor, such as quantum gates �2�,
subspaces with reduced decoherence �3�, quantum teleporta-
tion �4,5�, and entanglement of up to eight ions �6,7� have
already been demonstrated. Nevertheless, since a logical qu-
bit will likely have to be encoded simultaneously in several
ions for error correction �8,9�, even a few-qubit system will
require substantially more complex trap structures than cur-
rently in use. Versatile trapping geometries can be realized
with surface-electrode Paul traps, where electrodes residing
on a surface create three-dimensional confining potentials
above it �10�. Such surface traps allow good optical access to
the ions and can be fabricated using simpler lithographic
techniques than three-dimensional traps �11–13�.

While the prospect of scalable quantum computing has
been the main motivation for developing surface-electrode
traps, it is likely that this emerging technology will have a
number of other important, and perhaps more immediate,
applications. Porras and Cirac have proposed using dense
lattices of ion traps, where neighboring ions interact via the
Coulomb force, for quantum simulation �14�. A lattice with a
larger period, to avoid ion-ion interactions altogether, could
allow the parallel operation of many single-ion optical clocks
�15�, thereby significantly boosting the signal-to-noise ratio.
The increased optical access provided by planar traps could
be used to couple an array of ion traps to an optical resonator
and efficiently map the stored quantum information onto
photons �16�. Since the surface-electrode arrangement allows
one to displace the trap minimum freely in all directions,
ions can be easily moved through an ensemble of cold neu-
tral atoms for investigations of cold-ion–atom-collisions
�17–19�, as proposed by Smith et al. �20�. One could even
implant a single ion inside a Bose-Einstein condensate �21�.

Compared to standard Paul traps �11–13�, the open geom-
etry of surface-electrode traps restricts the trap depth and
increases the susceptibility to stray electric fields, making
trap loading and compensation more difficult. Nevertheless,
successful loading from a thermal atomic beam has recently
been demonstrated using both photoionization �22� and
electron-impact ionization aided by buffer gas cooling �23�.
Photoionization, first demonstrated in Ref. �24�, is superior
in that it provides faster, isotope-selective loading

�22,25–27�. However, the loading rate R for microfabricated
traps remains relatively low �R�1 s−1 �11��, while charge-
exchange collisions make it difficult to prepare large, isoto-
pically pure samples even in macroscopic traps with
R�100 s−1 �26�.

In this Rapid Communication, we demonstrate that large
numbers of low-energy ions can be produced by photoion-
ization of a laser-cooled, isotopically pure atomic sample,
providing a robust and virtually fail-safe technique to load
shallow or initially poorly compensated surface ion traps. We
achieve a loading rate of 4�105 Yb ions per second into a
U0=0.4 eV deep printed-circuit ion trap, several orders of
magnitude larger than with any other method demonstrated
so far, and have directly loaded traps as shallow as
U0=0.13 eV. The trapping efficiency for the generated low-
energy ions is of order unity. We also realize a system where
ions are confined in the same spatial region as laser-cooled
atoms �20�, allowing for future experimental studies of cold
ion-atom collisions �17–19�.

Efficient photoionization of Yb atoms is accomplished
with a single photon from the excited 1P1 state that is popu-
lated during laser cooling, which lies 3.11 eV �corresponding
to a 394 nm photon� below the ionization continuum. Due to
momentum and energy conservation, most of the ionization
photon’s excess energy is transferred to the electron. There-
fore, when we ionize atoms at rest even with 3.36 eV
�369 nm� photons �the ion cooling light�, the calculated ki-
netic energy of the ions amounts to only 8 mK �0.7 �eV�.
Previously, excitation of cold atoms to high-lying Rydberg
states has been used to generate and study cold but untrapped
plasmas in the 1 K temperature range �32�.

The ion trap is a commercial printed circuit on a vacuum-
compatible substrate �Rogers 4350� with low radiofrequency
�rf� loss. The three 1-mm-wide, 17.5-�m-thick copper rf
electrodes are spaced by 1-mm-wide slits �Fig. 1�, whose
inner surfaces are metallized to avoid charge buildup. Twelve
dc electrodes placed outside the rf electrodes provide trap-
ping in the axial direction and permit cancellation of stray
electric fields. In addition, the rf electrodes can be dc biased
to apply a vertical electric field. All dielectric surfaces out-
side the dc electrodes have been removed with the exception
of a 500-�m-wide strip supporting the dc electrodes.

The ratio between the rf voltages Vc and Vo applied to the
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center and outer electrodes, respectively, determines the trap
height above the surface. For Vc /Vo=−0.63, the rf node is
located 3.6�1� mm above the surface. At a rf frequency of
850 kHz Vo=540 V yields a secular trap potential with a
predicted depth of U0=0.16 eV �Fig. 2� and a calculated
�measured� secular frequency of 100 kHz �90 kHz�. The trap
can be deepened by applying a static bias voltage Vdc�0 to
all rf electrodes �23� and unbiased after loading �Fig. 2�.
This enables us to load traps with depths as small as
U0=0.13 eV.

All Yb and Yb+ cooling, detection, and photoionization
light is derived from near-uv external-cavity diode lasers. A
master-slave laser system consisting of an external-cavity
grating laser and an injected slave laser using violet laser
diodes �Nichia� delivers 10 mW in three pairs of 3.4-mm-
diameter beams for a magneto-optical trap �MOT� operating
on the 1S0→ 1P1 transition at 399 nm �28�. The MOT, lo-
cated 4 mm above the substrate, is loaded with 171Yb, 172Yb,
173Yb, 174Yb, or 176Yb atoms from an atomic beam produced
by a nearby small oven, and typically contains 5�105 Yb
atoms at an estimated temperature of a few millikelvins.

Photoionization from the excited 1P1 state populated dur-
ing laser cooling is accomplished using either the ion cooling
laser at 370 nm with a power of 750 �W and intensity of
500 mW/cm2, or a focused uv-light-emitting diode at
385±15 nm with a power of 8.7 mW and intensity of
125 mW/cm2 at the MOT position. Efficient ionization is
manifest as a 30% decrease in MOT atom number due to an
increase in the MOT decay rate constant by �=0.3 s−1. The
generated ions are also detected directly with a Burle Mag-
num 5901 Channeltron avalanche detector located 4 cm
above the MOT. The uv-light-induced MOT loss depends
linearly on uv laser intensity �Fig. 3�, indicating that the
ionization process involves a single 370 nm photon. We have
also confirmed that the dominant ionization proceeds from
the 1P1 state: when we apply on-off modulation to both the
399 nm MOT light and the 370 nm uv light out of phase,
such that the uv light interacts only with ground-state atoms,
we observe a more than 13-fold decrease in ionization com-
pared to that for in-phase modulation. From the observed
loss rate in combination with an estimated saturation
s=0.6–2 of the 1S0→ 1P1 MOT transition, we determine a
cross section �=4�10−18 cm2 for ionization of 174Yb with
370 nm light from the excited 1P1 state, accurate to within a
factor of 2.

The photoionization typically produces 4�105 cold ions
per second near the minimum of the pseudopotential. Given
this bright source of cold ions, trapping is easily accom-
plished even without ion laser cooling. We have thus trapped
171Yb+, 172Yb+, 173Yb+, 174Yb+, and 176Yb+ ions simply by
changing the MOT frequency to prepare the corresponding
atomic isotopes. When searching for an initial signal with a
poorly compensated trap, or to measure trap loading rates,
we detect the ions after a short trapping time with the Chan-
neltron. Since the detector electric field overwhelms the
pseudopotential, we turn on the Channeltron in 1 �s using a
Pockels cell driver, fast compared to the 3.3 �s flight time of
the ions. Figure 4 shows the loading rate for photoionization
of 172Yb atoms from the MOT and from the atomic beam for
the compensated trap with a depth of U0=0.4 eV shown in
Fig. 2. The loading rates of 171Yb+, 173Yb+, 174Yb+, and
176Yb+ relative to 172Yb+ are 0.32, 0.03, 0.65, and 1.36, re-
spectively, matching the observed MOT fluorescences. The
absolute calibration of ion number in Fig. 4 has been accom-
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FIG. 1. Setup for loading a surface-electrode ion trap by in-trap
photoionization of laser-cooled atoms. A 172Yb or 174Yb magneto-
optical trap �MOT� is formed 4 mm above the trap surface. Cold
Yb+ ions are produced inside the Paul trap by single-photon exci-
tation from the excited 1P1 atomic state.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Left: Trapping pseudopotential for rf am-
plitudes of Vo=540 V and Vc=−340 V applied to the outer and
center electrodes together with a dc bias of −1.25 V applied to all
electrodes. The contours are spaced by 50 meV. Right: The dc-
unbiased trap �dashed blue curve� exhibits less micromotion heating
but is significantly shallower than the dc-biased trap �solid red
curve�.
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FIG. 3. Linear dependence of the loss rate constant of a 174Yb
MOT �rms width of 300 �m� on 370 nm beam peak intensity
�w=43 �m�, indicating that photoionization is accomplished with a
single 370 nm photon from the 1P1 state that is populated during
laser cooling with 399 nm light.
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plished by comparing the Channeltron signal to the fluores-
cence from a known number of ions, as described below. The
loading rate from the MOT, R=4�105 s−1, is three orders of
magnitude higher than that from the beam alone, compared
to a ratio of only 4 in the ion production rates measured
without a trap. Thus ions that were produced from laser-
cooled atoms are 200 times more likely to be trapped than
ions produced from the atomic beam. We ascribe this differ-
ence to the much higher MOT atomic density near the ion-
trap minimum, and to the lower energy of the produced ions.
As the MOT is isotopically pure, our observations of a 103

loading rate ratio between MOT and atomic beam imply an
additional factor of 103 in isotope selectivity beyond the
400:1 isotope selectivity resulting from spectrally selective
photoionization of an atomic beam �26�.

From other work comparing electron-impact ionization
and photoionization loading �25,26�, we conclude that our
loading rate is 106–107 times higher than that achieved with
electron-impact ionization, 106 times higher than demon-
strated for other surface-electrode or microfabricated traps
�11,22,23�, and 103–104 higher than in any previous experi-
ment. By comparing the typical observed loss rate from the
MOT �105 s−1� to the typical ion-trap loading rate
�2�105 s−1� under similar conditions, we conclude that our
trapping efficiency for the generated ions is comparable to
unity. Near-unity efficiency may help suppress anomalous
ion heating that has been linked to electrode exposure to the
atomic beam during the loading process �13�. The large load-
ing rate will also be beneficial for applications that require a
large, isotopically pure sample in a microfabricated trap,
such as quantum simulation with an ion lattice �14�.

The trapped ions are cooled and observed via fluorescence
using an external-cavity grating laser �29�. To reach the tar-
get wavelength of 369.525 nm with a 372 nm laser diode
�Nichia�, we cool the diode to temperatures between −10 and
−20 °C. The laser provides 750 �W of power into a 600-
�m-diameter beam at the trap, and for initial cooling is typi-
cally tuned 150 MHz below the 2S1/2→ 2P1/2 transition. An
external-cavity repumper laser operating at 935 nm is also
necessary to empty the long-lived 2D3/2 state on the
2D3/2→ 2D�3/2�1/2 transition �30�. With cooling, 172Yb+ ion
lifetimes in excess of 10 min were observed, limited by ei-

ther laser drift or collisions with the atomic beam, compared
to 5 s without laser cooling. Laser cooling of 174Yb+ has also
been observed, while cooling of the odd isotope 171Yb+

would require an additional laser frequency for hyperfine re-
pumping. The uv light scattered by the ions is collected with
an aspheric lens �numerical aperture�0.4� placed inside the
vacuum chamber and optimized for light gathering. The col-
lected light passes through an interference filter and is evenly
split between a charge-coupled device camera and a photo-
multiplier, obtaining a maximum count rate of 5000 s−1 per
ion.

To calibrate the Channeltron detector, we first cool a small
cloud of typically 100 172Yb+ ions to below the gas-liquid
transition temperature, as identified by a small drop and sub-
sequent strong rise in fluorescence as the laser is scanned
from the long-wavelength side towards resonance �31,33�.
By comparing the homogenously broadened fluorescence of
the cold cloud to that of a single trapped ion, we determine
the absolute number of ions loaded and subsequently mea-
sure the Channeltron signal for the same cloud.

The optical observation of the trapped ions allows us to
determine the trap position and optimize the overlap with the
neutral-atom cloud. Figure 5 shows that for the optimal load-
ing position of the trap, the pseudopotential minimum, ad-
justed vertically via the amplitude ratio of the rf voltages, is
located inside the neutral-atom cloud. We have thus achieved
simultaneous trapping of cold ions and neutral atoms in the
same spatial region, which will allow the experimental inves-
tigation of cold-ion–atom collisions �17,18,20� and charge
transport �19�. To study collisions beyond the current Dop-
pler limit, the ions could be sideband cooled while the atoms
could be loaded into an optical lattice �34�. The latter would
also eliminate residual ion-trap loading due to MOT self-
ionization.

In conclusion, we discuss a possible application of our
loading technique to quantum simulation or many-ion optical
clocks with signal-to-noise ratio superior to that of single-ion
schemes. We consider a 100�100 array of weakly coupled
single-ion traps, to be loaded with a single isotope. At the
loading rates R�1 s−1 typical of atomic-beam photoioniza-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Number of trapped 172Yb ions for photo-
ionization loading with the uv LED from an atomic beam �black
squares�, with a uv LED from a MOT �red circles�, and from a
MOT with both uv LED and a 370 nm laser �blue triangles�. The
fitted rates are R=200, 1.4�105, and 3.8�105 s−1, respectively.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Spatially overlapping ion and atom
clouds. The false color image shows a trapped 172Yb+ ensemble
containing 102–103 ions �blue cloud, lower left�, placed inside a
magneto-optical trap containing 5�105 neutral 172Yb atoms �red
cloud, upper right�. The solid and dashed lines indicate the half-
maximum contour for the ions and atoms, respectively.
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tion loading for microfabricated traps �11�, this array would
take many hours to load, during which time charge-exchange
collisions with the atomic beam would replace the isotope of
interest with undesired ions. To address these problems, we
propose a nested electrode design, where large outer elec-
trodes provide initial trapping in the MOT region, as demon-
strated in this paper, and smaller inner electrodes define the
array of traps near the chip surface. A sample loaded into the

larger trap can then be transferred adiabatically into the array
by varying the rf voltages supplied to the different elec-
trodes. With the technique demonstrated here, we expect to
load such an array with 1:104 isotope purity in less than 1 s.
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